Before operating this unit, please read the instructions completely and save them.

在使用前，请仔细阅读此说明书并妥善保管。
PH1800/1801/1802/7180 is a hair dryer which can be operated directly from a 220V~50Hz power source. Plus it has a new turbo function when it is switched to "II". So you can dry your wet hair quickly. And set the switch to "I" for drying short hair or styling your hair.

PH1806/PH7186 is a hair dryer which can be operated directly from a 220V~50Hz power source. Plus it has a new turbo function when it is switched to "*". So you can dry your hair with cold wind. And set the switch to "*" for drying your wet hair quickly. The dryer is also compact, lightweight, and quiet.

How to use

PH1800/PH1801/PH1802/PH7180
1. Make sure the power switch is in the "O" position. Plug the unit in and turn on the power switch.
2. Drying your hair after washing. Set the power switch to "II".
3. Hairsetting. Set the power switch to "I".
4. Turn the power switch to "O" and unplug the unit.

PH1806/PH7186
1. Make sure the power switch is in the "O" position. Plug the unit in and turn on the power switch.
2. Drying your hair after washing. Set the power switch to "*" or "*:"
3. Turn the power switch to "O" and unplug the unit.

Cautions
1. Always ensure the voltage to be used corresponds to the voltage stated on the unit.
2. Always switch the appliance off before putting it down, even if it is only for a moment.
3. Do not unplug by pulling on the cord. Always grasp the plug and unplug it from the outlet.
4. Do not use the dryer near gas or other inflammable materials (such as benzene, paint thinner, sprays, etc.).
5. As the handle of the hairdryer incorporates electrical components, the hairdryer must be fixed so that the handle, when fully extended, is out of reach of a person using a bath or shower.
6. The hairdryer is not recommended to use in bathroom, unplug the appliance after use since the proximity of water presents a risk even when the hairdryer is switched off. As an additional safety measure, we recommend the installation of a residual current difference device in the electrical circuit supplying the bathroom, acting at not more than 30 mA. Ask your installer for advice.
7. Do not use the dryer with wet hands or in the bath or shower. Do not use this hair dryer near water contained in bath-tubs, basins or other vessels. Do not leave or store the dryer near a tub, sink or other place where it will be exposed to water and other liquids or high humidity.
8. Do not clean with abrasive or corrosive products.
9. The dryer is equipped with a heat-sensitive safety device. In the event of overheating (for example if the rear grill is blocked), the dryer will stop automatically. Unplug the appliance and let it cool down for a few minutes. Before you switch the appliance on again, check the grills to make sure they are not blocked by fluff, hair, etc.
10. Do not direct the airflow towards the eyes or other sensitive areas.
11. Close supervision is necessary when the dryer is used by or near children and invalids.
12. If the cord is damaged, discontinue use of the dryer immediately and return the dryer to your nearest authorized POVOS service dealer for repair or replacement.

Guarantee and service
1. We grant 2 years guarantee on the product commencing on the date of the purchase.
2. Within the guarantee period we will correct, free of charge, any defects in materials or workmanship, either by repairing or replacing the complete appliance as we may choose.
3. To obtain service within the guarantee period, hand in or send the complete appliance with your sales receipt to an authorized POVOS Customer Service Centre.

This guarantee does not cover:
(1) Damage due to improper use.
(2) The guarantee becomes void if repairs are undertaken by unauthorized persons and if original POVOS parts are not used.

Technical specifications
Model No: PH1800/PH1801/PH1802/PH1806/
PH7180/PH7186
Power source: PH1800/PH1801 220V~50Hz ~ 1000W
PH1802/PH7180 220V~50Hz ~ 1000W
PH1086/PH7186 220V~50Hz ~ 1200W
This product is intended for household use only.
The unit is applied to the Chinese standard GB4343.1, GB4706.1, GB4706.15, GB17625.1.

使用前
PH1800/PH1801/PH1802/PH7180电吹风可直接用于220V~ 50Hz电源。风速设为“II”档可进行快速干发，风速设为“1”档可以吹干短发或制作发型。

PH1803/7186电吹风可直接用于220V~ 50Hz电源。有冷热两档风：“☆”档为冷风档，“ ”档为热风档，温度不高于70度，可快速干发并且安全不伤发。本机携带方便，质量轻，运转安静。

使用方法
PH1800/PH1801/PH1802/PH7180
1. 首先将电源开关设置在"0"的位置，然后将电源插头插入插座，打开电源开关。
2. 洗发后，要吹发时将电源开关设置在"II"档。
3. 整发时，将电源开关设置在"I"档。
4. 使用完毕，将电源开关设置回"0"的位置，然后拔出电源线插头。

PH1806/7186
1. 首先将电源开关设置在"0"的位置，然后将电源插头插入插座，打开电源开关。
2. 洗发后，如果想要用冷风来吹干头发将电源开关设置在"☆"档。如果